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1. Call to Order            

The meeting was called to order by Board Chair Greg Pacheco at 1:04 p.m. 
 
Members Present   CBID  Guests 
Greg Pacheco CAO Cheryl Cuming  Jessica Blanchfield, Archer & Hound 
Jim Bahringer       Paulla Ufferheide, Scarecrow Festival 
Karen Cartwright       Claudia Harmon, Beautify Cambria 
George Marschall      Jill Jackson, CTB MA 
 
Absent: Amber Martin (Work) 
 

2. Consent Agenda Items          
Board Meeting Minutes – October 13, 2020 
 
Jim Bahringer moved, and Karen Cartwright seconded to approve the meeting minutes of 
October 13, 2020 as presented.  Motion carried unanimously.  
   

3. Discussion & Action Items   
3.1 Beautify Cambria TRPR Enhancement Funding Application      

Jim Bahringer explained that the Event and Outreach Committee met last week and approved the 
application.  The funds will need to come out of contingency.  Jill confirmed, there are no funds 
remaining in the Outreach budget.  The total amount requested for the upgrade of the two CTB 
sponsored TRPRs is $361.30.  Claudia Harmon shared that Beautify Cambria would like to get a 
letter of support from the CTB for the Dark Skies accreditation.  The Dark Skies Events go well 
with the Stewardship Traveler Program.  She will discuss with the committee at the next meeting.   
 
Jim Bahringer moved, and George Marschall seconded to approve the Beautify Cambria 
TRPR Enhancement Funding Application, in the amount of $361.30, from Contingency 
Funds.  Motion carried unanimously.  
 

3.2 Current Covid-19 Status 
        
Greg I'm pretty familiar with how many numbers you know we're still in Tier 2 at the moment after 
36 aces I know there's bigger updates in the last week or County and this possibility we may even 
go back to the first appear so you think everyone's kind of waiting to see what comes out of the 
governors office today who are restaurants in and what not to do at that coming in. Performance I 
mean looking back at the 34 how start out s, timber it appears that red car was up for the month of 
September and came really all indications are pointing hello October that is September so I think 
gamer picture is definitely seeing is on the rebound you know even looking at greater than 2019 
numbers so I'm not sure what this means for our budget I feel like we need to do December and 
then have another discussion on the God adjustments to our budget the revenues and area did we 
made a mistake let's see what winter has in store for us at the moment whatever has any you know 
anything you know what you see around town properties the pandemic and the recovery you guys 
are moving forward obviously it's not a public display so I guess I'm assuming coming along well it 



is where we're happy with the reservations and you know obviously Cove it shouldn't affect the 
lights it just made affect the dining again so that's a little work stuff right right it seems that this this 
market in particular and I think Cheryl has echoed that before that we're doing fairly well compared 
LB markets bigger markets for sure and I know Pacifica properties this Central Coast kind of 
sustained that company during this time so an array market is not good and our Oregon market is 
not good right now I mean it's not it's better but it is certainly is nothing like candy right there seems 
to have it yeah so bubble yeah the bubble continues right so that's good and I've heard Monterrey 
struggling 'cause they they're more shut down than we are Anna Barbara isn't doing as well so it's 
really Santa Maria because I work down there with the frozen group there is about 60% which 
reflects some of the same like Paso and San Luis but yeah for August and September coastal Hwy 
1 properties we're above last year so you guys really are bucking the trend out of everyone that I 
talked to you know other locations in California that are coastal so congratulations that's it's a good 
thing your lucky ones share properties Greg brought back breakfast oh God I mean we everyone 
propertyware just delivering a modify breakfast and it's just like all snack that we put into a bag but 
on the other properties no we haven't got back to practice yet hotels it is any way to do breakfast 
yeah it's also been one of our biggest complaints at the lodges you know people want things to be 
normal and it's never right now it's that's not going to happen that part of it right right or at least not 
the way it did before right trying to figure out but you know it's not working you know what I was 
referring to with revenue word we're gonna probably not your whole lot anyways until after the first 
of the year probably in the spring is will start bringing stuff back so so anyways it seems like that's 
the consequences with everyone engaging at the moment George I have a question for you at the 
J Patrick house they used to pride themselves of serving hot and plated and I can see how the 
lodge would have a problem with people self serving breakfast but is J Patrick house still doing their 
traditional breakfast no because we can't put them in that we can't let them gather in the little dining 
room used to be there so it's all being delivered to their rooms and baskets yeah what's the calendar 
OK then let's anyone else everything out call me on  

  
4. Information Items/Presentations       

4.1 Marketing Committee Report  
aum it's saying my Internet is unstable for some reason are you guys able to hear me alright let me 
give me one second sorry guys OK can you see that so I'll go through this quickly for marketing 
committee they get to see this over and over again I'll just give you a quick snapshot like I do every 
month first will go through and I'll just give you some sample post just to kind of show you some of 
the content that's out there that we delivered for October so this is visit Cambria just to give you a 
snapshot of the lot of the great photos obviously it's scarecrow focused so it's a lot of photo and 
video I'm focused for the month of October the spirit will come alive cycle Central Coast so October 
was the beginning of our quote unquote offseason because we did the virtual heroica event we 
actually reserved a little bit of our add funds to push us into the October month so the other fortunate 
thing is we had a lot of great content due to the influencers that have recently come through so a 
lot of the content that you see that we posted in October was all generated through our influencers 
which was great fun stuff and of course they also help us promote are virtually relic event just a 
quick snapshot of our top Cambria post our top Cambria ad again as you can see these are all 
videos so that was really are our focus for the month which showed significant growth in terms of 
video views and photo views it did have a little bit of an effect on our linkclick store website but 
that's something we're working through correcting so cycle Central Coast again technically our 
offseason but we had reserved 700 and $57.35 out of our budget so we ran that for the month and 
again it was promoting our virtual aerobic experience so virtual virtual replica it will go on until the 
15th of this month but we were talking about this in the marketing committee and the thing that I 
think is really cool number one we were able to take sort of a lemon situation and turn it into 
lemonade by creating this virtual event it got a lot of folks involved and brought out to the area 
dissipating because the event was cancelled so people that like the like the brand love the routes 
and we still were able to capitalize on and bring them into the community so the other thing that 
was really cool that came out of this was I feel like we found an additional social medium that's 
going to help us grow the cycle center host brand and that's through Strava and so just to remind 
you guys we well we created modified heroica events that we posted on Strava and that's how 
people were able to sign up for the actual membership and complete the ride and that's where we 



were able to confirm that so far 45 people signed up and completed the challenge so this is all I 
think great information and it allows us to communicate with in that cycle in Trinity specifically quick 
snapshot on our website so again as you can see here we were down just slightly in regards to 
users month over month again that was specifically or more precisely contributed to our Facebook 
clicks so we were able to actually see that that's the room where the majority of those folks did not 
come from and again we purposely changed our content to sort of affect in a positive way the video 
views in the photo views on our social media but we didn't realize was the negative implication 
perhaps on the link click side so again we saw that we're fixing that top referrals Google organic 
are Google cost per click and those are the ads that see that is running for us and then of course 
our Facebook direct and being this year is just a snapshot of the top 10 referral sites tap link is our 
#8 and again just a reminder tap link is sort of that web site system that we built out on our Instagram 
so that we're seeing a lot of a lot of sessions come through on that and as you can see over here 
begins our booking engine numbers it's one of our top referrals on sessions and referral sources 
for our booking engine too so if you haven't checked out the tap link on Instagram you'll see it's sort 
of set up like a website and that it gives me home multiple opportunities to click through to different 
pages of our site so that clicks to specific areas some of the things that we're looking at these are 
site ID breakouts for our booking engine the topping visit Cambria the second being aerobica the 
third being our side ID on the chambers website so again we're monitoring sections dealing one 
converting into revenue at this point is our visit Cambria but again something that we're monitoring 
just a reminder that we do have our constituent web page so I know Jill is sending that out in 
ongoing emails to you guys but just a little shout out that among other things we do have links to 
articles media logs that cameras been featured in so we're trying to give you guys as much content 
as possible for you guys to use and share out whether it be on your social platforms or whatever 
that is we also have crowd with gallery's that link back specifically to visit cameras website so this 
one is an example is our safe traveling influencer guide so again it's fun videos and photos or 
everybody's wearing masks and doing safe travel type activities visit cambray blast so again we 
send out to a month this is our example of the 1st manzanar itinerary focused and then our second 
which is our booking focus just an example of our cycle Central Coast eblasts again we didn't we 
wouldn't typically send one out in October so we reserved this so that we could promote are virtually 
royka this is just a couple little snapshots and samples and this is on the constituent page too but 
there were a couple there were 38 PR hits within the month of October but a couple of really fun 
ones was the brobible they actually test drove the Chevy trailblazer and a couple other Chevy 
products they chose to come to the Cambria San Simeon area to do that so they did a whole fun 
right up of their their search for the zebras they want to pass the lighthouse and of course all of the 
beautiful vistas that we have in our area and then bond travel bond traveler data feature on the new 
whitewater in again our visit cambry app so it was transformed for the scarecrows four additional 
new downloads for the month and 715 people were actively using it within the community during 
the month of October and then this I'll just show you quickly if you guys haven't seen our November 
E blast this is truly the launch of what is our next campaign which is we're dubbing it very merry so 
really what it's what we're trying to promote is just travel the Cambria during the holiday season the 
anticipation that Holidays are probably going to look a little bit different for people this year without 
family gatherings and that sort of thing so you know again all of the reasons why we've been 
capitalizing on camera and all the wonderful wonderful things that are available to travelers 
especially during or state travel push is also available for people during the Holidays and so we 
wanted to make that connection so this starts now and will run through the majority of December 
before we pivot and then run into our January and February promotion so all of these assets will be 
available to you guys also in the constituent web page as well any questions from you guys so I 
mean what are their statistics look like compared to the same period last year or read yes I mean 
there up what stats are you it's like your social media Facebook you know the activity on social 
media emails are we still seeing yeah so our our year over year yes consistent month over month 
you know it it's kind of a hard year over year comparison because again we've grown so significantly 
in terms of our followers on Facebook so of course that's going to impact our engagement and all 
of that other stuff so it's not a fair assessment to do a year over year comparison because we've 
seen that growth happen month over month but in terms of what it looks like month over month 
within the past let's say two or three months it's been consistent so just as an example you know 
looking at our website traffic right so we definitely saw that dip March April we started to see it 



slowly climb up and again we're starting to reach that that point where we typically reside the same 
thing is true in general for social media so it's it's just a little rough because there's a lot of different 
stats that we're looking at so in terms of engagement or community growth those are growing month 
over month but again it's just it's a hard year over year comparison because it is in fact bigger OK 
move on to Cheryl Jessica  
       
Greg asked Jessica Blanchfield to give the monthly presentation to the board. She shared the report 
on screen.  I will go through this quickly, it is the same format as the last few months, basically 
showing you some of the social content that we've been posting for Visit Cambria September  
 

4.2 CBID Update            
Local Update – November 2020 
The report was provided to the board but not discussed at the meeting. 

 
4.3 CBID Presentation           

CBID CAO Cheryl Cuming made her monthly presentation.  hello al so let me walk you through 
some of the high points of the summary that was included within your packet our Phoenix plan 
continued to do really well as far as metrics we have just surpassed 350,000 sessions on the 
website keep in mind that started as of June 11 that actually exceeds the total number of sessions 
that we had in all of last year on the website so we've really gotten a great jump start in getting lots 
of folks to the website we're getting a lot more engagement with state pages we're getting a lot of 
activity of folks staying on the site well more than a minute we have a lot more people than we used 
to staying on the site 3 four minutes so good news they're engaging with content We've continued 
to really build out a lot of great content so we just launched quaint downtowns along Hwy 1 that will 
perform well in SCO as well fishing along Hwy 1 wild Flowers along Hwy 1 so we're preparing for 
the wildflower season and going to be getting some new stuff there and then I'll talk about the Postal 
discovery celebration but we did just launch the sea life and type fluids video as well which is really 
well done so I encourage you all to share that type of content on your social pages and I know our 
churn hound certainly uses all of those assets i'm striving to have as much of a facebook presence 
as you guys do We need to continue to try to optimize YouTube so we've taken a lot of time in the 
last 45 days to really write keyword descriptions ensure that our videos are showing up on search 
as we add more video assets we need to certainly continue to try to drive more viewership around 
our videos so working on that I feel like that's an area of improvement we really need to focus on 
Greg you mentioned earlier about the slow cap tourism economics that is summarized in this 
section here so right now it shows June July August and September numbers just good data points 
to have I'm going to keep sharing that because the seeded did pay to participate within that behalf 
of all of you so that we could share this data as I mentioned earlier we performed really well year 
over year in August and September so if you look at Q 2 of 19 versus Q 2 of 20 or actually up 
almost 4% again and much different stories and then everybody else what I'd actually like to do is 
share my screen and show you guys what we've created and again the marketing folks saw this 
but I'd love for all of you to see it so hopefully you see the screen there that says from blue whales 
to butterflies Hwy 1 goes big with beauty this is actually this the native content page on the sfgate 
site which is part of the San Francisco Chronicle they worked with us and created this beautiful 
page so not only does it highlight the watchable wildlife that you could see along Hwy 1 it also talks 
about the coastal discovery trail so again I encourage you to watch the sea life and tidepools video 
it's really well done we worked with Michelle roost who used to be with the San Simeon visitor 
center and was the LFA administrator for the C bit up there she does a great job educating folks on 
all the wildlife there is to see there's a 3 minute format with Michelle speaking to all the different 
animals you can see and then there's a 30 second version with and without the highway 1 logo that 
I know Archer and hound is using to help promote that so we obviously also talk about the estuaries 
and the preserves and the whale trail and the sea otters 'cause they're so cute and the whale 
watching is just been amazing this season worldwide whale day is in February so we're figuring out 
a way to really recognize that of course the elephant seals are a big deal we always really want to 
this little guys smiling that's so cute tide pools have become a big thing we've actually been getting 
lots of leverage around the Marley families seaweed foraging tour which I have not yet been on but 
I heard it's fabulous it's just a really neat experience and it happens up there on the North Coast so 



the beautiful new shots that Josh got when he was actually out filming to see life in tide pools video 
and we talk about travel for good again coastal birds and the estuaries here butterfly Grove certainly 
is a big focus and then of course we couldn't forget the zebras then we integrated a second video 
that we have around scenic spots and then integrated a crowd riffe Gallery there in these this 
Gallery code is obviously available to all of you an Archer and how they know is using these so 
we're really excited about the coastal discovery celebration it will launch on December 28th we're 
putting a substantial amount of promotions behind it because we understand that January and 
February are difficult time for our lodging folks I'm wondering and I'm as sure I'm sure we all are 
what the impact of weather will be this year because I think folks are still going to be looking for a 
place to go whether the weather is good or bad this year which is maybe a good thing for us so 
fingers crossed there so the real focus on coastal discovery is obviously away from what you would 
be a very event based promotion which is now all about discovery and celebrating the coast so not 
only are we focusing on this watchable wildlife content we're updating our landing page to not only 
include the wildlife tips also focused on the wildlife I'm sorry the coastal discovery trail be creating 
a toolkit that will share out with all the marketing partners that will be done by December 1st will be 
creating additional assets around crowd riff for user generated content and picking up more photos 
that we can place into Flickr so folks can use and then Katie did a great job creating a travel for 
good itinerary both on the South and the North Coast for two nights in three days in essence love 
enjoying the coast of discovery trail and what that might look like and it's actually a printable PDF 
that you can share with your guests if you so choose to do so and and we encourage you to do that 
so all those links are actually on the LFA summary that was sent out so that's it our real focus right 
now is getting the coastal discovery celebration assets and toolkit ready for launch so happy to take 
any questions otherwise I'm done  

 
4.4   Cambria Chamber of Commerce       

 Mary Ann Carson was not present, so no update was given.  
  

4.5    Budget Reports – September 2020        
   Revenue and Expenses 
   Prior Year Revenue and Expenses Comparison 
   Marketing Budget Expenditures  
   Grant Funding Detail  
 The budget reports were provided to the board but not discussed at the meeting. 
 

4.6   Committee Meeting Minutes 
        Marketing Committee Meeting Minutes – October 13, 2020 
         Event and Outreach Committees Meeting Minutes – November 3, 2020 
 The minutes were provided to the board but not discussed at the meeting. 

         
5. Public Comment 

Jim – Chargers 
we can probably jump into make a joke you're muted Erica other comment yes OK two things one the 
friends of the fiscalini ranch preserve celebrated the 20th anniversary of purchasing the ranch they 
had a if you paid a fee you could watch a 2 hour presentation they're thinking a bit about going to 
YouTube on that an I have no I don't know whether we promote that or whether we can be involved 
it's just I'm just saying such a thing existed and if I get a link or something I'll send it to Jessica and 
whether we can promote or not I'm not saying that I'm just putting tickler into people's minds and the 
other thing is on Monday morning this week the CSD had a special meeting and the special meeting 
was designed to be able to accept a grant for electrical vehicle charging stations discussion went 
heavily toward why isn't the tourism board funding this and why isn't the chamber funding this and why 
should the CCS D even accept this grant and although it would never happen again it did pass three 
to two that were going to accept that grant for for charging station in I believe it's going to be the best 
home parking lot the other places that they wanted to do it and those that want to do something want 
to do it in behind lens medical building where that the bathroom is and that would be a second area 
some people are thinking by the skate park and some people are thinking about the pocket park near 
the near the post office and resubmit I'm mentioning this is that I was on that particular zoom call and 



and I just got in at the very very end of it and wanted to defend the fact that this tourism board really 
can't get involved in capital projects so but everybody if you know Cambria the service is not that they 
can plug into their their their car into their own house but boy they don't want to have a tourist stop 
compion and plug in I mean it's not helping the community so unfortunately the board's going to change 
and it'll be worse so I just wanted to give you an idea that there might be a charging station hopefully 
in vessel parking lot but I believe the CSD needs to be involved because it's their property upon which 
these these units are going to go an I don't think the chamber has the funds to be able to do something 
like this so hopefully now get enlightened group that wants to be more environmentally conscious and 
we can get more charging stations so it was just a public comment well I'm in the movie scene I mean 
what about what appears imported help expand the individual hotels for more stations at hotels instead 
of in a public space go directly to the hotel I don't know if that would be something we would never 
approach this Gerald or comment on it me I'm sorry I'm having a hard time hearing everyone yeah I 
think Greg was saying if we can't do infrastructure projects like a charging station but could the tourism 
board expand charging stations at hotels to attract tourists it's just an interesting yeah I don't know it's 
not that you can't do infrastructure projects I I recall when the board talked about this that there there 
wasn't a direct connection of that this was specifically tourism related and that many of the hotels have 
their own charging stations so we could look back at the minute so that the group decided not to fund 
it at the level that was being requested so infrastructure projects are certainly allowed there's a specific 
application that that allows them to be submitted so I'm not sure I'm answering the question but cover 
something in front of us I guess we don't really need that dangerous too much Friday for my gym was 
saying that could be something coming down the road if there ever presented with it yeah you know I 
get wow why launching properties want to do that because they have guests that have those needs 
and it makes sense that folks might stay at particular properties because they have the stations hey 
there's a better Nexus made between why the tourism group should be funding potentially it could be 
reconsidered in the future right OK games that I had yeah OK Paula I said you wanted to comment on 
the on the scarecrow yeah we will be gifting our report later on this course my phone goes off musical 
interlude but I have kind of West from you guys in January we will be meeting to start planning what 
kind of festival and we want to have this in 2021 and we've had we've had some really good reviews 
about the way we staged the festival this year a lot of good feedback on Facebook and stuff like that 
but but then when I talked to maryann at the chamber she said that the people coming in there at least 
preferred that we do it the way we've done it before when we have them more on the sidewalks so if 
any of you have any kind of input to that I would really appreciate it because we'll be trying to make a 
decision on how we're going to to design the festival for next year we we got some really great following 
our survey was we had over 700 people take our survey which I thought was really good for the first 
year of I've just only going on the then having to go onto our website and re survey so and we've got 
some good doubt and stuff from that that will share with you but I think the biggest thing is to try to 
decide is the format we do use this year or admin changes for do we go back to some of the same 
format we've done before of course with either of the formats they'll be more scarecrows than 
everything this year was limited because of our ability to make more scarecrows that so that's kind of 
what I need to say right now and I think will be on the agenda the next meeting is that right here yes I 
I have your follow up report on the next agenda thank you Jim who won The Who won the vote the 
day of the dead display but every single one of the displays got over 100 votes so so we were we 
were just really excited about that I mean we will we talked about it board meeting that we would go 
back to doing some man on the street stuff too but but this was a real breakthrough and of course the 
data and everything is so much easier to deal with when they go through a survey engine like we use 
where the paper ones we all had to do it by hand always know if their email addresses were right and 
all of that so so that that turned out yeah the next thing that I have a feeling it's gonna be something 
similar to last year and year before so this year in year before I mean we just kind of found something 
that works better and I'm sure they yeah everything is gonna be different like like you know sometimes 
they can be better than they weren't so it sounds like you had a lot more interaction free download for 
the Oscars or have fun at least this time did he get it before yeah yeah anan I was I was really surprised 
as I just didn't think that people would take that time but it was nice to see that they did had great 
comments OK anybody have any questions for father OK not now conclude the meaning 
 
Paulla Ufferheide 

        



6. Future Agenda Items/New Business 
Spartan National Event 
 
Scarecrow Festival Follow-up Report 
 

7. Adjournment 
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 1:48 p.m. 

 

Respectfully given, 

 

Jill Jackson 
Managing Assistant   

 


